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Does SDL have plans to introduce a 
web-interface (implement a web-client) 
for Trados Studio or Groupshare? 

Q1 
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○ There are similar solutions from major office SW 

developers, such as Microsoft’s Word Online. Word Online 

can be used when launched from any browser. Does SDL 

plan to make anything like that? 

○ Answered during roadmap presentation to some extent 

○ Happy to have a discussion around this during the answer 

and feedback session 



APIs for data exchange between SDL 
solutions and existing heterogeneous 
information systems of the enterprise 

Q2 
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○ (e.g., automatic transfer of evolving data sets to MultiTerm 

database) 

○ APIs are quite sophisticated and available for both 

Studio/TM and MultiTerm/terminology, also for server-based 

databases (GroupShare) 

○ Export/import and synchronisation are common use cases 

○ We can offer assistance both from a developer community 

as well as professional services perspective 



Easy conversion of terminology and 
translation memory databases to Excel 
and back 

Q3 
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○ At present this task is being performed with Multiterm 

Convert and third-party solutions 

○ Ideally there should be one button to export the database 

content to Excel file, and another button to update the 

MultiTerm database with edited data from Excel file. 

○ Let's take a look at the free Glossary Converter plug-in and 

app! 



What technologies are supposed to 
improve machine translation quality? 

Q4 
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○ Shall SDL address semantic-syntactic analysis for 

translation or as before: basic stakes are placed onto 

statistic approach? 

 



When shall we see oportunity to merge 
paragraph mark divided segments? 

Q5 
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○ This has been on the backlog for a long time, we are very 

aware of the requirement 

○ At the same time it is not trivial to implement (as much as I 

would like to!) 

○ A partial workaround is the ability to edit source, now for all 

file formats in SP2 

○ For the new Editor development shown this morning, we 

plan to address this as part of the basic design 



I don't understand MultiTerm licensing 
order. 

Q6 
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○ You've said that all the licenses are divided into Viewer and Editor 
licenses. We have 10 licenses. Which of them shall we made Viewer 
licenses, and which shall be Editor - that's the question. 

○ In fact, translators can work with different Termbases. Just imagine that 
one project implies the work of 4 Editors and 6 Viewers, and the other 
project requires 2 Editors and 8 Viewers, and the third project requires 1 
Editor and 9 Viewers. 

○ Besides, Editors and Viewers can vary at any time. And to make things 
worse there can be a TB that would require all the participants to be 
either Editors or Viewers. Another case: single translator works with 
several TBs, thus in some databases he is Editor, and in other 
databases he is Viewer. 
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○ This document may help 

○ Also available in KB 

c:/Projects/Daniel/MultiTerm/2011/MultiTerm Server Application Licensing.docx


What are the future directions of 
translation memory systems 
development? 

Q7 
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○ Was this answered to some extent during the roadmap 

presentation? 

○ Happy to have a more detailed discussion 



We would appreciate an opportunity to 
link TM segments to certain documents 

Q8 
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○ That may take the form of an additional suite to perform full-

text search through user-defined documents 

○ This can be achieved, and has in fact been done already, 

by customers as part of customizing Studio using the Open 

Exchange platform 

○ Examples include the EU and LDS Church; see next slides 
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Plugins for SDL Trados Studio 

○ The Scripture Lookup 

Tool displays selected 

references from the 

Bible, Book of 

Mormon, etc., in 

multiple languages 
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Plugins for SDL Trados Studio 

○ The Translation Guide 

provides translators of 

scriptural text with 

clarification of phrases, 

pronominal references, 

etc. 
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Plugins for SDL Trados Studio 

○ The Lexicon provides 

translators with 

definitions and cross 

references for any word 

selected in scriptural 

text 
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Plugins for SDL Trados Studio 

○ The LDS Machine 

Translation Provider 

supplies translations 

from an MT system 

customized for the 

Church’s vocabulary 
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Quest MetaSearch engine plug-in 

• European Advanced Multilingual Information System 
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DocFinder plug-in 
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Cross-lingual concordance plugin 
(= "View Other Target Languages") 



Please render Language Cloud in detail 

Q9 
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○ This was covered in roadmap presentation earlier 

○ Happy to discuss this more in detail now and answer 

specific questions 



Does SDL have any plans to simplify its 
licensing system? 

Q10 
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○ i.e. the one that is used at system start-up, since the 

existing licensing system is quite complicated and may 

result in faults when it is started 

○ This was covered in roadmap presentation 

○ Happy to discuss in more detail 



Translation Memories View 

Q11 
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1. Pages numbered for comfortable TM editing (in addition to 

First Page, Previous Page, Next Page) 

2. New strings [segments] addition functionality 

○ Page numbering unfortunately not trivial 

○ New segments addition – possible through T-Window for 

Clipboard? 



Alignment View 

Q12 
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1. Strings addition/removal functionality, segments splitting 

2. Ability to connect more segments than just 3 to 1 (via 

connect n:n) in Alignment Edit mode 

○ Both are on the product backlog for future consideration 

○ For more complex alignment projects, would continue 

offering WinAlign be a potential option? 

– This will be done for German government 



App store questions 

Q13 
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1. I would like to obtain detailed information on the applications 
from the site of app store for SDL Trados 2014 with indication of 
their practicability , possible underlying potential problems and 
SDL SW system developers recommendations. 

2. Are there any ready to use TB and TM databases to get 
acquainted with SDL software suite? 

○ Separate presentation – if we have time 

○ Possible also to be made available as PDF 

○ Existing data collections for termbases also available from app 
store 



Will optical character recognition (i.e., 
for non-preprocessed PDFs) function 
be implemented in subsequent SDL 
Trados solution versions? 

Q14 
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○ Yes, planned for next major release 



Can the function of text automated translation 
using dictionary encoded expressions and 
based on a database be added like that is 
handled in MemoQ and Prompt? 

Q15 
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○ Does the Language Cloud dictionary feature cover this to 

some extent? 

○ Also future plans indeed include enhancing machine 

translation results further via feedback mechanisms such as 

adding terminology 



Can MultiTerm dictionary be accomplished with 
automated word paradigm? 

Q16 
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○ Can you clarify this question? 



Can project creation from within GroupShare 
web-UI be added? 

Q17 
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○ This question was answered (to some extent) during earlier 

Language Cloud roadmap presentation 

○ Happy to discuss in further detail 



Can Translation Memories batch export 
functionality be implemented? 

Q18 
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○ Yes this is possible via API 

○ We can customise the product for you as required 



Can font properties be changed in a batch for all 
the target segments? 

Q19 
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○ Sometimes we have large documents (typical contracts and 
bidding documentation) that have already been translated but 
due to font properties differences or for some other reason do not 
get pre-translated that time. We just get 95-99% fuzzy matches 
then. We have to apply formatting for the whole target segment 
from the source one. Of course, that is handy to do that using 
QuickPlace, but handling several hundreds of such segments is 
quite time-consuming. That’s why we want to set one font for all 
the fuzzy matches. 

○ Happy to look at sample documents where this happens 

○ If it's MS Word (for instance) some automation in preprocessing 
the files may be possible, for instance 



Sometimes we have to translate Microsoft 
Project documents. Will that file type be 
supported by Trados? 

Q20 
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○ Hopefully yes – ideally via Open Exchange (ossible through 

the file type API) 



Sometimes in our reports text I not changed at 
all, only numbers/values are changed (depth, 
pressure, density etc.) 

Q21 
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○ 2014 version changes numbers on its own behalf. That’s 

really nice! One doesn’t have to bore about copying/pasting. 

Yet if there is a letter next to the number (for example 

103m) the application will not change the number, it just 

leaves the old one. We would like the same behavior for 

alpha-numeric combinations (measurement units) 

○ Hopefully the new alphanumeric feature will help! 



I wonder if all the states of the former Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republic use Trados. Do all the 
languages of these states exist in Trados? 

Q22 
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○ Was Turkmen added when Trados was installed/integrated in our 
company? Or is it just a match? That’s my own questions. I’m 
always interested in those kind of facts and statistics. 

○ To be honest I cannot answer this off the top of my head 

○ However what I can say is that we always support all languages 
that Microsoft add to Windows, and with SP2 we support all 
Windows 8.1 languages also on Windows 7 

○ So – question – are these languages supported on Win 8.1? 

○ We are also looking at extending the language support further 
with future releases  


